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Abstract

We build AsymNVM framework based on AsymNVM architecture that implements: 1) high performance persistent
data structure update; 2) NVM data management; 3) concurrency control; and 4) crash-consistency and replication.
The key idea to remove persistency bottleneck is the use of
operation log that reduces stall time due to RDMA writes and
enables efficient batching and caching in front-end nodes.
To evaluate performance, we construct eight widely used
data structures and two transaction applications based on
AsymNVM framework. In a 10-node cluster equipped with
real NVM devices, results show that AsymNVM achieves
similar or better performance compared to the best possible
symmetric architecture while enjoying the benefits of disaggregation. We found the speedup brought by the proposed
optimizations is drastic, — 5∼12× among all benchmarks.

The byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) is a promising technology since it simultaneously provides DRAM-like
performance, disk-like capacity, and persistency. The current NVM deployment with byte-addressability is symmetric,
where NVM devices are directly attached to servers. Due to
the higher density, NVM provides much larger capacity and
should be shared among servers. Unfortunately, in the symmetric setting, the availability of NVM devices is affected by
the specific machine it is attached to. High availability can be
achieved by replicating data to NVM on a remote machine.
However, it requires full replication of data structure in local
memory — limiting the size of the working set.
This paper rethinks NVM deployment and makes a case
for the asymmetric byte-addressable non-volatile memory
architecture, which decouples servers from persistent data
storage. In the proposed AsymNVM architecture, NVM devices (i.e., back-end nodes) can be shared by multiple servers
(i.e., front-end nodes) and provide recoverable persistent data
structures. The asymmetric architecture, which follows the
industry trend of resource disaggregation, is made possible
due to the high-performance network (e.g., RDMA). At the
same time, AsymNVM leads to a number of key problems
such as, still relatively long network latency, persistency bottleneck, and simple interface of the back-end NVM nodes.
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1

Introduction

Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) is blurring the line
between memory and storage. These kinds of memories, such
as Intel Optane DC persistent memory [43], phase change
memory (PCM) [9, 54, 103], spin-transfer torque magnetic
memory (STTM) [4], and memristor are byte-addressable,
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disaggregated resources that are not associated with any
server. It also improves the availability since the crash of a
server will not affect NVM devices.
The main principle of AsymNVM architecture is to use
high-performance network (RDMA) to access remote NVM
and local DRAM as cache to ensure high performance. The
concrete design poses several key challenges. First, directly
replacing local store and load instructions with RDMA_Write
and RDMA_Read still suffers from long network latency. Although the throughput of RDMA over InfiniBand is comparable to the throughput of NVM, NIC still cannot provide
enough IOPS for fine-grained data structure accesses. Second,
using local DRAM as cache should be carefully considered
with the persistency semantics. Third, we need to ensure that
the interface of back-end nodes is both simple and efficient.
Based on AsymNVM architecture, this paper builds AsymNVM framework that implements byte-level data structures
updates with high performance and availability. To efficiently
solve the three challenges, the framework efficiently implements four components: 1) to remove persistency bottleneck,
high performance byte-level persistent data structure update
is supported by operation log that reduces the stall due to
RDMA writes and enables efficient communication batching and DRAM caching (Section 4); 2) NVM data management that handles non-volatile memory allocation and free,
and metadata storage (Section 5); 3) concurrency control that
supports both lock-free and lock-based data structures (Section 6); and 4) crash-consistency and replication that ensures
correct recovery and availability (Section 7). Moreover, we
apply several data structure specific optimizations to further
improve performance (Section 8).
To evaluate the performance of AsymNVM framework,
we choose eight widely used data structures and two applications (TATP/SmallBank), and use traces of industry workloads. The data structures/applications are executed in a
10-node cluster, in which at most three machines are used as
the back-end node and mirror nodes. The results show that
AsymNVM achieves similar or better performance compared
to the best possible symmetric architecture while enjoying
benefits of disaggregation. Speedup brought by the proposed
optimizations is drastic, — 5∼12× among all benchmarks.

and provide DRAM-like performance (300ns/100ns latency
for read/write), high density (TB-scale), and persistency at
the same time [45, 99]. To unleash the potential of NVM, most
existing solutions attach NVM directly to processors [14, 28,
62, 92, 94], enabling high-performance implementations of
persistent data structures using load and store instructions
on local memory.
While accessing NVM via local memory provides promising performance, it is not the most suitable setting in the
context of data center due to the desire of sharing NVM. Due
to the higher density, NVM can provide much larger capacity [45, 64], which may exceed the need of a single machine [5]. In data center servers, the resources are often
under utilized [19, 23], — Google’s study [29] shows the resource utilization lower than 40% on average. We expect that
persistent resource utilization will follow the same trend.
To enable NVM sharing, recent work [81] builds a distributed shared persistent memory system, which provides
a global, shared, and persistent memory space for a pool of
machines with NVMs attached to each at the main memory
bus. This setting inherently affect availability: once an NVM
device is attached to a specific machine, its data become unavailable when the host machine goes down. One solution
to this problem is to replicate the data to a remote NVM [44].
However, it requires full replication of data structures in
local memory, limiting the size of the working set. To access
the replicated data, the lower-bound of network overhead is
at least one network round-trip for each operation.
In essence, these challenges are due to the symmetric nature of most of the current NVM deployment [44, 81, 83]. To
fundamentally overcome the drawbacks, we rethink NVM
deployment and propose the byte-addressable asymmetric
NVM architecture, in which NVM devices are not associated with the individual machine and accessed at byte-level
only passively via fast network. In AsymNVM architecture,
the number of NVM devices, which can be provided as specialized “blades”, can be much smaller than the number of
machines.
AsymNVM architecture follows the recent trend of disaggregation architecture, which was first proposed for capacity expansion and memory resource sharing by Lim et
al. [59, 60]. As described by Gao et al. [26], disaggregated
architecture is a paradigm shift from servers each tightly
integrated with a small amount of various resources (e.g.,
CPU, memory [30, 67, 68], storage [65]) to the disaggregated
data center built as a pool of standalone resource blades and
interconnected using a network fabric. In industry, Intel’s
RSD [39] and HP’s “The Machine” [74] are state-of-the-art
disaggregation architecture products. Such systems are not
limited by the capability of a single machine and can provide better resource utilization and the ease of hardware
deployment. Due to these advantages, disaggregation is considered to be the future of data centers [34, 37, 38, 40, 74].
In AsymNVM architecture, NVM devices are instances of

2

Background

Single-Node Local NVM. In this setting, NVM device is
directly accessed via the processor-memory bus using load/store instructions. It avoids the overhead of legacy blockoriented file-systems/databases. Instead, it allows persistent
data structure updates at byte level without the need for
serialization. Based on the byte-level accesses, many kinds
of persistent data structures are proposed [11, 56, 56, 73].
CDDS-Tree [92] uses multi-version to support atomic updates without logging. NV-Tree [100] is a consistent and
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cache-optimized B+Tree, which reduces cacheline flush operations. HiKV [96] constructs a hybrid index strategy to
build a persistent key-value store.
Symmetric Distributed NVM. Symmetric architecture
is widely used in distributed systems, in which each machine has its own NVM device. To achieve good availability on top of persistency, one needs to replicate its data
structures to multiple NVM devices. Mojim [44] implements
this mechanism by adding two more synchronization APIs
(msync/gmsync) in the Linux kernel. Specifically, it allows
users to set up a pair of primary node and the mirror node.
Once these synchronization APIs are invoked, Mojim efficiently replicates fine-grained data from the primary node
to the mirror node using an optimized RDMA-based protocol. This synchronization is implemented by appending
primary node’s logs with end marks to the mirror node’s
log buffer, thereby tolerating a failure of the primary node.
Mojim also allows users to set up several backup nodes that
only perform the weakly-consistent replication of data in
the primary node.
With a similar interface, Hotpot [81] extends Mojim to
a distributed shared persistent memory system. It provides
a global, shared and persistent memory space for a pool of
machines with NVMs attached at the main memory bus.
Thus, applications can access both local and remote data
in the global memory space by performing native memory
load and store instructions. At the same time, the system
ensures data persistency and reliablity. To achieve this, when
a committed page is written, Hotpot creates a local CopyOn-Write (COW) page and marks it as dirty.
The two systems are both designed for the symmetric usage of NVM. As a result, Mojim requires a full replication
of the data structure in local memory. Similarly, Hotpot assumes that the dirty page can always be held in memory and
only uses simple LRU-like mechanism to evict redundant or
committed pages.
Network Attached Storage. Network Attached Storage
(NAS) [27] is designed based on the principle of decoupling
storage and computation. Compared to AsymNVM architecture, the key distinction is that NAS heavily relies on file
system service in the storage node. It is based on the block access interface, which suffers from the fundamental problem
of read/write amplification (e.g., LSMTree) when performing fine-grained access. Apart from the file system interface,
(de)-serialization and other transformation overhead also
significantly affect the performance of NAS.
Resource Disaggregation. The resource disaggregation
architecture [2, 30, 59] can largely extend the capability of
a single machine by considering the available resources in
dedicated blades as a sharing pool, thereby providing finegrained control over their resources. For instance, INFINISWAP [30] manages unused memory with the power of
many choices to perform slab placements/evictions, and thus
gain a high memory utilization. RackOut [67] mitigates load
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Figure 1. AsymNVM Architecture

imbalance with rack-scale memory pooling. Disaggregation
architecture allows decoupled implementation of system
functionalities and naturally provides an efficient way to deploy hardware as well as bringing down monetary cost [80].

3

AsymNVM Overview

3.1 AsymNVM Architecture
AsymNVM architecture is an asymmetric non-volatile memory architecture, in which the number of NVM devices can
be much smaller than the number of machines, and they can
be even attached to only a few specialized “blades”. Thus,
NVM devices/blades are shared by multiple client machines,
and the memory space of these client machines may be much
smaller than the capacity of the NVM devices.
As shown in Figure 1, back-end nodes have NVM attached
to their memory bus; and front-end nodes operate the data
structures on NVM. Front-end can only access back-end via
network. Specifically, the relationship between front-end
and back-end is “many-to-many” — a front-end node can
access multiple back-end nodes and a back-end node can
also be shared by multiple front-end nodes. Compared to the
symmetric architecture, AsymNVM architecture offers four
advantages: a) it enjoys the benefits of disaggregation; b) it
naturally matches the desire of sharing NVM; c) it ensures
availability with multiple back-end; and d) the back-end
nodes can be implemented in simple manner that leads to
better reliability [53].
Compared to NAS, AsymNVM architecture provides finegrained and variable size byte-addressable access with higher
IOPS/flexibility. Unlike previous NAS systems, AsymNVM is
deployed in RDMA-based rack-scale data-centers, releasing
the CPU resource in the back-end with one-sided communication. While recent works [63, 88] build file or object
access interface on asymmetric architecture, the block access interface leads to the fundamental problem of read/write
amplification when NAS is used to perform fine-grained data
access.
3.2 Key Challenges
The first challenge is network latency. Although the bandwidth of InfiniBand is comparable to NVM, the latency is not.
RDMA operation RTT is about 2 µs, much larger than the latency of NVM (about 100/300 ns for read/write) [64, 99]. Simply replacing local read/write operations with RDMA_Read
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Table 1. AsymNVM APIs (rnvm: remote_nvm)

and RDMA_Write operations will significantly degrade performance.
The second challenge is how to efficiently use the small
volatile space of the front-end nodes. Keeping a full copy of
the data structure in the front-end (like Mojim [102]) can
always offer the best performance. However, it contradicts
the original purpose of the asymmetric setting. The high
density of NVM devices makes it capable to hold terabytes
of data, but the memory space of a typical front-end node
is only tens of gigabytes. This asymmetry implies that only
the necessary data in the current work-set should be loaded
into the front-end nodes during execution.
The third challenge is the design of back-end interface that
is both effective and simple with good reliability. Specifically,
back-end nodes should be only responsible of performing
a small collection of simple APIs, such as remote memory
read/write/allocation/release, lock acquire/release, etc. We
also envision that the back-end nodes can be equipped with
specialized hardware to support the operations on NVM.
Indeed, a small set of fixed APIs makes it truly feasible.

Type

API
rnvm_read
rnvm_write

Explanation
read data from local cache or remote NVM
write data to remote NVM

Transaction

rnvm_mem_log
rnvm_op_log
rnvm_tx_write

write a memory log to front-end buffer
write a operation log to remote NVM
write a batch of memory logs to remote NVM

Management

rnvm_malloc
rnvm_free

allocate NVM space in back-end
free NVM space in back-end

Concurrency

writer_(un)lock
reader_(un)lock

exclusive write lock
concurrent read lock

Basic (native)

stall due to remote persistency. The back-end nodes ensure
that all these addresses are updated atomically.
The second set of APIs handles memory management,
which includes remote memory allocation, releasing, and
global naming. The AsymNVM framework implements a
two-tier slab-based memory allocator [8]. The back-end runs
in the remote NVM to ensure persistency and provide the
fixed-size blocks. The front-end supports memory allocations
at a finer granularity. To support recovery, several specific
metadata are stored in the back-end global naming space.
The third set of APIs deals with concurrency control for
Single Writer Multiple Reader (SWMR) access model. This
means that if two front-end nodes perform writes on the
same address, they should be synchronized by locks. In addition, the framework assumes that reads and writes to the
same address are also properly synchronized by locks. They
are implemented by leveraging existing RDMA atomic verbs
and retry-based optimistic lock strategy.
In AsymNVM architecture, RDMA provides several atomic
verbs to guarantee that any update to a 64-bit data is atomic.
Thus, we can apply RDMA atomic operations to the critical metadata, e.g., root pointer of data structure, in order
to manage metadata consistently. Due to the non-volatile
nature of the remote NVM, the data may be corrupted if
the back-end crashes during a single RDMA_Write operation.
AsymNVM guarantees the data integrity via checksum. To
support recovery and replication, AsymNVM framework
adopts a consensus-based voting system to detect machine
failures.
As a complete example, Figure 2 shows the how to use
AsymNVM underlying APIs to implement the insert operation of skiplist (line 2∼12). The program first locates the
insert position by using multiple rnvm_read operations. It
then allocates remote NVM resource (line 14) and flushes
one operation log to the back-end immediately for recovery
(line 15). Next, it appends memory log to front-end buffer
for each data modification (line 16∼19). Finally, if a number
of operations get executed successfully or the buffer is full,
the buffered memory logs will be flushed to the back-end
NVM (line 20, 21).
Based on underlying APIs, AsymNVM framework implements eight lock-free and lock-based shared persistent data
structures, with several data structure specific optimizations

3.3 AsymNVM Framework Overview
Based on AsymNVM architecture, we build the AsymNVM
framework, a general framework for implementing highperformance data structures. The AsymNVM framework
assumes that all persistent data are hosted in the remote
back-end NVM devices, and can be much larger than the limited size of the local volatile memory in the front-end nodes.
Moreover, the accesses of back-end nodes are always passive:
they never initiates a communication with the front-end
nodes, but only passively response to the API invocations
from the front-end.
We assume the back-end nodes are equipped with advanced NIC that supports RDMA. The front-end nodes can directly access their data via one-sided operations (RDMA_Read/
RDMA_Write) as the basic APIs shown in Table 1 without notifying the processing unit on the remote side. This leads to
better performance than two-sided operations [20] Although
it is possible to implement any kind of data structures using
only RDMA verbs, the performance will suffer due to long
network latency. Moreover, back-end nodes need to expose
methods to allow front-end nodes to manage NVM data. To
this end, AsymNVM framework implements three sets of
simple and fixed API functions in the back-end on top of
RDMA verbs as shown in Table 1.
The first set of APIs provides a transactional interface that
allows the front-end nodes to push a list of update logs to
the back-end to achieve persistency in an all-or-nothing
manner. The transactional interface is simple and has two
variants. Specifically, a transaction can include: 1) a collection
of memory logs, — {memory address, value} pairs; or 2) an
operation log, which includes the operation and parameters
applied to a certain data structure and is used to reduce the
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Transaction Log Entry

// A insert request is coming
node_ptr pre = rnvm_read ( head );
for ( int level = MAX_LEVEL to 0) {
node_ptr cur = rnvm_read ( pre . next [ level ]) ;
key = rnvm_read ( cur -> key );
suc = rnvm_read ( cur -> next [ level ]) ;
while ( cur_key < key ){
pre = cur ; cur = suc ;
cur_key = rnvm_read ( cur -> key );
suc = rnvm_read ( cur -> next [ level ]) ;
} // Traverse the List
if ( lFound == -1 && key == cur_key ) lFound = level ;
}
node_ptr new = rnvm_malloc ( size ); // new node
rnvm_op_log ({ INSERT_OP , key , value }) ; // recovery
for ( int level = 0 to MAX_LEVEL )
rnvm_mem_log ({ new . next [ level ] = succs [ level ]}) ;
for ( int level = 0 to MAX_LEVEL )
rnvm_mem_log ({ preds [ level ]. next [ level ]= new }) ;
if ( counter ++ == batch_size || is_fulled () )
rnvm_tx_write ( backend_id );

Memory Log
Operation Log

Flag

......
Addr

Entry CommitFlag Checksum
1 Byte

Length
1 Byte 8 Bytes 4 Bytes

OperationType

1 Byte

Value

4 Bytes

Len Bytes

Parameters
M Bytes

Checksum
4 Bytes

Figure 3. Memory Log vs. Operation Log

logs in a transaction is persisted, the back-end node sends
back an acknowledgement, so that the corresponding write
in front-end can return and is guaranteed to be durable. To
ensure correctness, the back-end node also guarantees that
the modifications to the real data structure are performed,
i.e., replaying the persisted logs, in the same order as the
sequential log writing.
Specifically, the transaction API is rnvm_tx_write. The
input parameter is a list of {address, value} pairs, each consists of a memory address and a value that should be written to this address. The back-end nodes keep two areas:
the data area holds the real data structures; the log area
records the transaction logs. The front-end can directly read
the data area, but any updates have to go through the log
area. To implement rnvm_tx_write, AsymNVM framework
library constructs a continuous set of memory logs and appends to the corresponding log area in remote NVM via a
single RDMA_Write operation. The format of these memory
logs is shown in Figure 3. Every log entry includes address,
length, data, and one-byte flag in the head. This flag indicates
whether the value is in the memory log, it is used by an
optimization related to batching, more details will be discussed in Section 4.3. A transaction will produce several log
entries, a commit flag, and a checksum value. Since the data
may be corrupted if the back-end crashes, the checksum of
a transaction is recorded as the end mark and can be used to
validate the integrity of the appended log. After the restart
of the back-end node, it needs to use the checksum of the
lastest transaction to validate the consistency.
Similar to DudeTM [62], the transactional API reduces the
persistency latency due to modification of real data structure
with decoupled log and data persistency. More importantly,
different from the single machine system, it also largely reduces the required rounds of RDMA operations. Without
the transaction API, multiple rounds of RDMA operations
are needed when writing to multiple non-continuous areas
of the NVM, or a continuous area with the size larger than
a cache-line. Other works [13, 70, 75, 87] propose to add
an additional flush operation to the RDMA standard. However, such solutions will at least add the additional latency
of invoking this flush operation. Moreover, the additional
operation itself does not make the other RDMA operation
crash-consistent. Moreover, our implementation based on
the transactional API is fixed and simple, providing better
reliability.

Figure 2. Insert Operation for SkipList

applied to achieve even higher performance. With guidelines
discussed in this paper, users can build new data structures
using the defined underlying APIs.

4
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Efficient Persistent Update

4.1 Basic Implementation
At low level, the persistent data structure implementation
supports read/write operations. A read can return data that is
not yet persisted, but if there is a persistent fence [51, 76] before the read, it should return the persisted data produced before the fence. When a write (update) returns, the data should
always be persisted in the back-end NVM. The straightforward implementation of the two operations is to perform
RDMA_Read/Write on the back-ends. To manage metadata
consistently, we can apply RDMA atomic operations (it guarantees that any update to a 64-bit data is atomic) to the
critical metadata, e.g., root pointer of data structure. However, the simple implementation incurs considerable rounds
of network communications, which is still much slower than
memory accesses.
4.2 Decoupled Memory Log Persistency
To reduce persistency overhead, DudeTM [62] uses redo log
and decouples the update of real data structure in NVM
and the persistency of redo log. A write can return after
the redo log is persisted and does not need to wait for the
actual data structure modification. In AsymNVM, we also use
memory log to improve performance. Unlike prior works, in
AsymNVM architecture, the front-end and back-end nodes
are distributed, so the only reasonable choice is to use redo
log.
In AsymNVM framework, each write (update) will generate several memory logs, and the back-end node provides
the transaction APIs to ensure that the memory logs are persisted atomically in an all-or-nothing manner. When memory
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4.3 Batching and Caching with Operation Log
To further reduce the latency for data persistency, we propose the notion of operation log, which is shown in Figure 3.
Different from the memory logs, each write only incurs one
operation log, which contains operation type, parameters,
and checksum. A write can return after the operation log is
persisted in the back-end node. Persisting operation log can
be achieved by a single RDMA_Write to the back-end node.
The crucial benefit of operation log is that it enables batching and caching. Once the operation logs are recorded, the
modifications on the real data structure can be postponed
and batched to improve the performance while ensuring
crash consistency by asynchronous execution to remove
network latency from the critical path, and combining redundant writes to reduce write operations. This is because,
even after a crash, the proper state can be restored by replaying the operation logs that are not executed (i.e., have not yet
modified the data area).
It is important to understand the key difference between
the operation log and memory log. In short, memory log is
low-level log without data structure semantics and used by
back-end to re-apply updates on persistent data structures.
Operation log is high-level log with data structure operation
semantics. It is used by front-end to replay operations of
data structures. Intuitively, memory log can only realize
the “postpone” aspect — the real data structure modification
can be delayed as long as the memory log is persisted. The
key limitation of the decoupling is that the persistency of
a write (high level) is realized with the persistency of its
corresponding memory logs (low level). This is why it cannot
achieve the “batched” aspect because the memory logs of a
write are persisted anyway before executing the next write.
It is sufficient for single machine NVM system [62] but not
for remote NVM back-end nodes.
The essential benefit of operation log is making persistency of a write realized at high level as well by persisting operation log. The operation log achieves batching by
combining the memory logs of multiple writes into one
rnvm_tx_write. At lower level, operation log reduces the
number of RDMA_Write operations. With only memory log,
each write needs at least two RDMA_Write operations, — one
for the commit and the others for at least one memory log.
A write typically needs more than one memory log, thus the
number of RDMA_Write operations is normally larger than
two. With the operation log, each write needs exactly one
RDMA_Write — no commit is required, because the operation
log already serves the purpose of commit. The number of
RDMA_Write operations for the memory logs is less since
multiple writes can be coalesced into one RDMA_Write with
batching, depending on the addresses. In addition, the commit for the batched memory logs (involving several writes)

+

Memory Operation
Log Area Log Area
Back-end

Figure 4. AsymNVM Framework Data Access Workflow
also needs an RDMA_Write. In summary, AsymNVM combines the use of operation log and memory log to enable
batching and hence reduce the network round trips.
Figure 4 shows the workflow of AsymNVM framework
data accesses. We divide each operation into two parts: gathering data and applying the modifications in a Gather-Apply
model. We use the terms gather and apply to explain the
holistic flow including batching and caching, which may
involve multiple reads/writes. Batching can execute multiple
operations together and coalesce memory logs to reduce the
number of both RDMA_Write and RDMA_Read operations. Besides, caching reduces the number of RDMA_Read operations
during the gathering phase. They are applicable to all data
structures.
Gather Data. The data are fetched from the front-end
1 If not cache-hit, 1)
cache whenever possible (cache-hit, ○).
the data will either be read from the back-end directly by
3 or, 2) its corresponding page will be
using RDMA_Read (○)
2 via RDMA_Read and put to the cache in the frontswap-in (○)
end memory. After finishing the page swapping, data is read
1 The choice between these two
from front-end cache (○).
strategies depends on specific data structures and follows
2 for hot data and direct
a principle that using swap-in (○)
3 for cold data. Hot data (e.g., the root of a
remote read (○)
B+Tree) are accessed frequently than cold data (e.g., the leaf
of a B+Tree). On a persistent fence, the read after the fence
needs to wait until memory logs before the fence persisted
in the back-end node.
Apply Modification. Each modification operation causes
one operation log to be flushed to the back-end for recovery
+ The operation log with format {insert_op, key, value} as
(○).
shown in Figure 3 will be put in the operation log area. Then,
the memory logs of format {address, data} are be generated
afterward. They do not need to be flushed immediately. We
replace actual data in memory log with a pointer to the previous flushed operation log to reduce the size of data write,
the data/pointer is indicated by the “Flag” of memory log
in Figure 3. It is correct because, after the operation log is
stored in the back-end, the data structure modification is persistent and recoverable. While flushing the logs, the cached
4 If a number of
data (if exist) are modified accordingly (○).
operations get executed successfully, or the buffer is full, the
buffered memory logs, together with appended TX_COMMIT,
will also be flushed to the back-end NVM via rnvm_tx_write
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5 These logs are then handled by the back-end (○)
6 and
(○).
7 (Section 7 discusses dereplicated to the mirror-node (○)
tails on replication). If the back-end fails, the front-end node
handles exceptions, aborts the transaction and clears the
cache.
To support a data structure larger than the capacity of the
NVM in a single back-end node, AsymNVM framework supports a distributed data structure partitioning across multiple
back-ends as described in Section 8.3. When the front-end
node executes a data structure operation, it first locates the
appropriate back-end with key-hashing and the processing
is similar to the single back-end scenario.

ASPLOS ’20, March 16–20, 2020, Lausanne, Switzerland

The two design decisions ensure fast recovery. Since frontend nodes connect to the back-end via one-sided RDMA, we
use the RFP RPC [84, 95] to implement the interfaces. Backend provides two circular buffers for front-end allocator to
write the requests and fetch back the responses. Because
the front-end puts the requests via RDMA_Write and gets the
responses via RDMA_Read, the back-end is passive and does
not need to handle any network operation.
The back-end nodes also need to store metadata for recovery since nothing will be left on the front-end after failure.
In AsymNVM frameworks, the metadata are stored in the
“well-known” locations to all front-end and back-end nodes.
This is the global naming space in the back-end NVM for
recovery [6]. After restarting, AsymNVM exploits NVM file
system to find the specific file whose location is in global
naming space. Both front-end and back-end nodes know the
location to find the needed information/data before recovery.
By using the meta-data, the back-end node can find the data
file and mmap the virtual memory address to the previous
NVM mapped regions [71]. With this mechanism, a pointer
to the back-end NVM is still valid after restarting.
The following metadata are stored in the global naming
space. 1) The NVM area address, including the data and log
area. It is needed for physical to virtual address translation
for the corresponding front-end node. 2) The location of
data structure and its auxiliary data. It is achieved by storing
the root reference of data structures, e.g., the address of
the root node for a tree. Additionally, other necessary data
such as exclusive lock (refer to Section 6.1) and mapping
table between key range and partition (refer to Section 8.3)
are stored next to the root reference. These metadata from
different data structure instance are persisted as a mapping
table. 3) The allocation bitmaps (indicating allocation status).
This information is used to reconstruct the memory usage
lists and soon recover the back-end allocator. 4) Addresses
of log areas, LPNs (Log Processing Number, indicating the
next entry in the memory log area) and the OPNs (Operation
Processing Number, indicating the last operation log whose
memory log is still not persistent) are used to find the logs
together with the location of the next logs. They can be
used to reproduce logs (memory log) and to recover the data
structure operations (operation log). Actually, the footprint
of metadata in the back-end NVM is negligible in most cases.
We use a hash table to index those meta-data, and each item
in the hash table contains type, name and physical address
which links to the related meta-data file.

4.4 Data Cache in Front-end Nodes
Several recent works build NVM systems using DRAM as
cache [55, 62, 77, 96]. Bw-Tree [57] uses a cache layer to map
logical pages (Bw-Tree nodes) to physical pages. In AsymNVM, the front-end manages a similar data structure of hash
map to translate the address of data structure nodes in NVM
to address in DRAM. Each item in the hash map represents
the page cached. The page size is adjustable according to
different data structures.
Our cache replacement policy combines the methods of
LRU (Least Recently Used) and RR (Random Replacement).
LRU works well in choosing hot data, but its implementation is expensive. RR is easy to implement but does not
provide any guarantee of preserving hot data. We use a hybrid approach — first choosing a random set of pages for
replacement and then selecting a least used page from the
set to discard. No page flush is needed because the write
workflow already puts the memory logs in back-end node.
With Zipf distribution workload, the hybrid approach (29.2%)
can reduce the miss ratio by 33.5% compared to RR (62.7%)
when the size of choosing set is 32, and gain a similar miss
ratio as LRU with nearly 27.5% throughput improvement.

5
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NVM Data Management

5.1 Back-end Interface and Metadata
At the back-end nodes, we implement NVM management
APIs since using only one-sided RDMA operations is inefficient. In addition, since this module provides the basic functions needed by all applications, it is convenient to support
the functionalities directly in the back-end nodes to reduce
the network communication with one round for each RPC
invocation). In the AsymNVM framework, two memory management APIs are provided: rnvm_malloc and rnvm_free.
The front-end node can use them to allocate and release backend NVM memory. For back-end, to manage NVM resource,
we use the persistent memory pool in NVML library [41]
and interact with it via malloc/free. In the back-end, we
further use a persistent bitmap to record the usage of NVM,
with one bit indicating the allocation status of each block.

5.2 Front-end Allocator
In general, the back-end allocator provides slabs (fixed size)
to the front-end allocator, and the front-end manages these
slabs in finer granularity. When allocation size is larger than
the size of a slab, the front-end node directly allocates memory in the back-end using RPC and back-end interface. The
slabs in the front-end are organized in three lists of full-,
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Insert(D,E,F)
Update(A,B,C)

Table 2. Comparison of Different Allocators.
Type/Tput(MOPS)
Glibc
Pmem

Alloc
21.0
1.42

Free
57.0
1.38

RPC allocator

0.33

0.88

Two-tier allocator (slab-size: 128 Bytes)

1.33

2.41

Two-tier allocator (slab-size: 1024 Bytes)

6.42

13.90

Old Root Root Version ++ New Root
Node A

A

Pat
hC
opy
ing

Copy On Write Node A’

B, C

Vector Insert Multi-Version Sub Tree

A’

B’, C’

D, E

F

Figure 5. Overall Multi-version Data Structure
Algorithm 1 Writer Lock

partial-, empty-list according to the capacity consuming in
the corresponding page. To support finer granularity allocation, we use a simple best-fit mechanism for slabs in the
front-end. To improve the NVM utilization, a threshold is defined as the maximum free blocks number, and the front-end
nodes will reclaim free blocks periodically. While reclaiming, the front-end nodes send the request to the back-end
nodes to free the reclamation slabs via RPC. Note that, with
persistent bitmap in the global naming space, AsymNVM
can reconstruct the allocation status only in the slab level
while recovering.
Benchmark. We compare the two-tier allocator of AsymNVM framework with persistent allocator and Glibc allocator
(allocated size varies 32 bytes to 128 bytes). As table 2 shows,
Glibc achieves the highest throughput (21.0/57.0 MOPS) but
without persistent guarantee. Pmem allocator is a singlenode persistent allocator from NVML project [41], and can
reach 1.42 MOPS. With only the back-end (RPC) allocator,
the throughput is only 23% and 64% of Pmem allocator because of the network overhead. With two-tier allocator, the
throughput is similar or even better performance than Pmem
allocator.

6

1: procedure Writer Lock(L)
2:
while r dma_compar e_and _swap(L, Locked ) = Locked
3: procedure Writer Unlock(L)
4:
r dma_at omic_wr it e(L, U nLocked )

front-end crashed before releasing the lock, we can identify
the lock need to be released during recovery.
6.2 Lock-Free Data Structure
Multi-version Data Structure. Our design of lock-free treelike data structure is inspired by append-only B-Tree [3, 32]
and persistent data structures [22, 69]. The data structures
will first make copies of the corresponding data if needed.
Then the data will be modified or new data items are inserted.
For example in Figure 5, the writer copies all the affected
nodes along the path to the root, a.k.a., path copying [78].
Then, the nodes in the path will update some of the pointers
pointing to the old data. Finally, the data will be inserted into
the new path. After finishing all these operations, the root
will be atomically changed to the new root by updating the
root pointer. Vector operation discussed in Section 8 can help
here to reduce the number of network round trips significantly. Since the readers can always get consistent data, this
kind of concurrent control does not affect the performance
of readers.
Lightweight Recovery. In the multi-version data structure, the only in-place update is the root pointer. However,
the pointer changing is atomic. Therefore, it does not need a
recovery process as the discussion in [6]. While recovering,
the front-end can use the root pointer (which is well-known
via naming mechanism) to find out the whole data structure.
NVM Reclamation. The use of lock-free data structures
needs to ensure that memory is safely reclaimed, which further complicates the garbage collection[25]. In AsymNVM
framework, this requirement is achieved by a lazy garbage
collection mechanism. After version changes, the front-end
should release the old version’s data. Back-end delays this operation for n +l µs and then reclaims corresponding memory.
It requires that the latency of each pending data structure
operation should be less than n µs to avoid memory leak
(access the reclaimed memory). A smaller n cause frequent
retries of read operation, and a larger n causes lower NVM
utilization. We fixed n/l as 4000/1000 after pre-run the whole
system.

Concurrency Control

6.1 Exclusive Write
Under SWMR mode, write operations are exclusive. Therefore, while executing write operation, the writer should acquire an exclusive lock first. The lock is created after initializing the data structure, and its location is alongside the root
reference for recovery. If it succeeds, it fetches the LPN (Log
Processing Number, refer to Section 5.1 for its management),
and then executes the write operation. After finishing appending logs to the remote NVM based on LPN, it should
release this exclusive lock. While the exclusive writes are being performed, other write operations (if any) will be blocked
until the current writer has completed the current write operation.
As shown in Algorithm 1, we leverage the RDMA atomic
verbs, RDMA_Compare_And_Swap [101] to implement it as a
writer lock. When releasing the lock, the writer resets it via
a RDMA_Write. In AsymNVM framework, to handle the failures while holding the lock, every write lock acquire/release
operation should write a record (lock-ahead log) to the backend node before appending the memory logs. Thus, if the
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procedure Write Begin(SN)
дcc_atomic_incr ement (SN)
procedure Write End(SN)
дcc_atomic_incr ement (SN)
procedure Reader Lock(SN)
do
ret ← r dma_atomic_r ead (SN)
while ret is odd
start_sn ← r et
procedure Reader Unlock(SN)
return start_sn , r dma_atomic_r ead(SN)

6.3 Lock Based Data Structure
Write-Preferred Read Lock. RDMA atomic operations are
appropriate APIs to implement distributed sequencer [48,
101] and lock [66, 101]. Algorithm 2 shows the implementation of retry-based optimistic read locks by using the sequence number (SN), an 8-byte integer variable. Distinct from
Algorithm 1, which is invoked by the front-end, Write_Begin
and Write_End is executed by the back-end. When a backend applies the persisted memory log to the real data structure in NVM, it atomically increases the SN twice before and
after the modification. Reader Lock and Reader Unlock
are invoked by front-ends before and after a sequence of
reads. To disallow reads when data are being updated, it
needs to wait until the current SN is odd. To ensure reads in
between get the consistent view, Reader Unlock needs to
check that SN is unchanged since Reader Lock. If the data
are inconsistent, the readers need to retry and fetch the data
again.
Lock Benchmark. We make a ping-point test about the
lock’s performance as in Frangipani [86]. Six readers and one
writer try to access the same data in the back-end and the
workload is 10% write and 90% read. The results show that
each reader’s average throughput is 260 KOPS (1.56 MOPS
in total) and writer’s throughput is 539 KOPS. The reader’s
failed ratio (i.e., a try for reading data is failed) is only 3%.
When setting the workload as 50% write, reader’s throughput
will drop to only 165 KOPS with a 26% fail ratio, and writer’s
throughput remains at 510 KOPS. The write-preferred lock
makes writers to gain a higher throughput than readers.
Discussion Lock-free data structures benefit the reader
but create multiple copies by writers. Lock-based data structures prioritize the writer without extra copies, but readers
have to read multiple times until consistent data are obtained.
The right choice depends on specific applications.

7
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racks. The back-end nodes replicate the memory/operation
logs to mirror-nodes before committing the transaction and
acknowledging the front-end. If the mirror-node is equipped
with NVM, the mirror-node also implements a log replay
function to apply logs to the replicated data structure. Replicated logs in mirror-nodes are read-only. When the back-end
crashes, if the mirror-node is equipped with NVM, it will be
voted as the new back-end. Otherwise, the front-end nodes
use the logs and data structures from the mirror-node to
recover the data structure to a new back-end.
In our implementation, the back-end is responsible for
ensuring that the replica is persistent in its mirror-node.
The front-end only needs to ensure that data is stored in
the back-end NVM, but does not wait for an acknowledge
after replication completes. Thus, the replication phase is
performed asynchronously. In our AsymNVM deployment,
two machines are used as mirror-nodes for each back-end.
Note that mirror nodes do not lead to low utilization: since
the mirror-node has no specific constrains (e.g., reproducing
logs), multiple back-ends can share one mirror-node. In fact,
one back-end can also become the mirror-node of another
back-end.

Algorithm 2 Writer Preferred Reader Lock
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

ASPLOS’20, March 16–20, 2020, Lausanne, Switzerland

7.2 Data Structure Recovery
With the log mechanism, AsymNVM ensures crash consistency with the non-volatile data and logs stored in the backend node. Similar to most distributed systems, we use a
consensus-based voting system, i.e., ZooKeeper [36] coordination service, to detect machine failures. The replicated
Zookeeper instance can run on at least three other nodes.
Leases are used to identify whether a node is still alive or
not. If the lease expires and the node cannot renew its lease,
the node is considered to be crashed. We implement this
mechanism as keepAlive service. Next we discuss different
crash scenarios (assume the crashed front-end will always
reboot within a limited time).
Case 1: Front-end reader crash. If the front-end crashes
when performing a read, it needs to gain the meta-data via
naming mechanism and resume execution after rebooting.
Case 2: Front-end writer crash. If the front-end crashes
when performing a write, the back-end will know this information through keepAlive service. After the front-end
reboots, if there still exists memory logs not replayed from
the front-end, the back-end will validate whether all log entries of the last transaction are flushed to the NVM or not
via checksum. If this transaction log is consistent (Case 2.a),
the back-end will notify the front-end to resume as normal,
same as (Case 1). Otherwise (Case 2.b), the back-end will
notify the front-end that the last transaction log is inconsistent. Thus, the front-end will fetch the LPN, OPN and
operation logs whose memory logs is not replayed, and then
re-executes the uncommitted transaction. (Case 2.c) In most
cases, there are several operation logs whose corresponding

Recovery and Replication

7.1 Replication
The AsymNVM needs at least one mirror-node attached with
the non-volatile device like SSD, Disk or even NVM. To improve fault tolerance, we deploy mirror-nodes to different
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memory logs are not flushed to back-end yet. The front-end
will process as Case 2.b.
Case 3: Back-end transient failure. When the backend fails while executing RDMA_Read/Write, the front-end
can detect it through the feedback from RNIC. Then it will
wait for the notification for the back-end recovery or a new
voted back-end. After rebooting, the back-end will first reconstruct the mapping between the physical addresses and
virtual addresses. The mapping is stored in NVM and wellknown via global addressing scheme as described in Section 5.1. After that, the back-end checks whether the last
transaction log is consistent. If there is no transaction/operation logs left, or the transaction log is consistent (Case 3.a),
the back-end can start its normal execution immediately, i.e.,
reproducing memory logs if any log has not been applied,
and then notify its liveness to the front-ends. If the transaction log is inconsistent (Case 3.b), the back-end will notify
the corresponding front-end nodes, and they will flush the
memory logs again to redo this transaction. It is possible
since the front-end must have not received the persistent
acknowledgement. If existing operation logs are ahead of current memory logs (Case 3.c), which means that the memory
logs have not been flushed from front-end due to batching,
the back-end will notify the front-end, and the front-end will
continue to execute the next operation.
Case 4: Back-end permanent failure. In this case, one
of the mirror-nodes will be voted as the new back-end and
provides service to the front-end. The new back-end will
broadcast to living front-ends to announce such event. After
that, the front-end will reconstruct the data structures to a
new back-end by using the data and logs in the mirror-nodes.
Case 5: Mirror node crash. The consensus-based service will detect the failure and remove it out of the group.
If both front-end and back-end crash, the keepAlive service
coordinates front-end and back-end nodes, and lets the backend nodes to recover first. They will first check the status as
in Case 2. Then, the front-end will determine how to recover
according to the back-end’s failure cases in Case 1.

8

the cache, i.e., less than a threshold, the front-end will fetch
back corresponding data to the cache. Moreover, due to the
access pattern, the operations may be combined because the
operations are only allowed on stack header for Stack, and
on queue tail for Queue. Thus, the effective pushes will be
annulled by pops for Stacks, and the effective enqueues will
be annulled by dequeues for Queue. Such an opportunity can
be identified by checking the un-executed operation logs in
the front-end memory. For instance, for a pop operation to
the stack data structure, we first need to count the number
of un-executed push and pop operations in the operation
log. If the number of pushes is larger than the number of
pops, there is no need to access the data area. This optimization based on operation log reduces the RDMA operations
significantly.
8.2 Hash Table
Key-value items in the hash table can be subdivided into
hot ones and cold ones, and the front-end can buffer items
with the hotkey. The caching granularity is each key-value
item. Since with batching optimization, hash table gains
no significant performance improvement, we do not enable
batching.
8.3 Tree-Like Data Structure
Tree-like data structures (e.g., binary search tree, B+Tree)
have the hierarchical organization. The nodes in higher (near
the root) level are more frequently accessed than lower level
nodes. Based on this observation, we choose to cache higher
level non-leaf nodes with higher priority. Specifically, the
front-end sets a threshold N and the nodes with level larger
than N will not be cached. They will be directly accessed
through RDMA_Read. N is dynamically adjusted according to
the cache miss ratio α, i.e., if α > 50%, N = N − 1 while if
α < 25%, N = N + 1. Otherwise, N stays unchanged. The
native LRU algorithm treats higher level nodes and lower
level nodes in the same way, and hence incurs frequently
cache misses. Compared to LRU, our mechanism gives a
“hint” to cache the hot nodes. In addition, due to the sorted
nature of tree-like data structures, the performance can be
improved when the operations are also sorted. Based on this
insight, we pack the sorted operations into a vector. The
operations are performed from the root of the tree down to
the leaf nodes. The vector can then be split accordingly. The
operations in vector segments can be executed in parallel.
Algorithm 3 shows vector_write, one vector operation,
in a binary search tree following the Gather-Apply paradigm.
It first reads the information to decide where to insert these
nodes and then applies these insert in the correct position.
Without batching, two read rounds are needed if the insert
operation A and B read the same node. When we execute A
and B with one vector_write operation, it only needs one
round read to access this node. Similarly, if several operations

Data Structure Implementations

The underlying APIs of AsymNVM framework are general
to implement various persistent data structures with high
performance. In this section, we discuss the implementation
of several commonly-used data structures and propose data
structure specific optimizations.
8.1 List-Based Data Structure
We implement Stack and Queue by using the List data structure. Because the only data items that can be accessed in
Stack or Queue are headers or tails which are more frequently accessed, the front-end only needs to cache each
nodes pointed by them to reduce the number of rnvm_read.
If there are not enough data items of headers and tails in
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these data structures and applications where implemented
using C++11 and compiled using GCC 4.8.5.
Real NVM Devices. We set Intel Optane DC PM as NVM
running in App Direct Mode, and it is initialized as a character file to enable DAX mapping capabilities [42] via mmap.
We use one of the namespaces to be registered by RDMA for
remote access, which has a capacity of 718 GB (6 channels).

Algorithm 3 Vector Write
1: procedure Vector Insert(kvs)
▷ keys are sorted
2:
queue .push(< 0, l en, r oot >)
3:
while queue is not empty do
4:
beдin, end , node ← queue .pop()
5:
mid ← binary_search(kvs .keys , beдin, end , node .key)
6:
if node .l ef t = null then
7:
create_sub_tree(kvs[beдin : mid ])
8:
node .l ef t ← sub_t r ee
9:
else
10:
queue .push(< beдin, mid , node >)
11:
...execute right node
▷ the same as left

9.2 AsymNVM Performance
We implement eight widely-used data structures covering
different access time complexity (O(1) and O(loд(n))): stack,
queue, hash-table, skip-list, binary search tree (BST), B+tree
(BPT), multi-version binary search tree (MV-BST), and multiversion B+tree (MV-BPT). To simplify the evaluations, the
key and value of our data structure are 8 Bytes and 64 Bytes,
respectively. We set probability p of skiplist as 0.5 and fan-out
d of B+tree as 32. In the following evaluations, we implement
PUT with insert operations and GET with find operations,
respectively, and each IO means a PUT/GET operation. In
addition, we use two transaction applications: TATP [82]
and SmallBank [90]. Table 31 shows the overall performance,
breakdown and comparisons to symmetric/naive ones.
Compare to Naive Implementation. The naive implementation accesses remote NVM directly using RDMA reads
and writes without any optimizations. The complete implementation denoted as AsymNVM-RCB can provide nearly
5∼12× improvements compared to naïve implementation.
Compare to the Symmetric Setting. We implement the
symmetric NVM architecture by storing data structures in
local NVM and storing logs in remote NVM for fault tolerance. The logs are flushed asynchronously (without waiting
for the acknowledgement from remote nodes). It reaches the
upper-bound performance of symmetric NVM architecture,
but will obviously cause inconsistency. From the results, we
see that, AsymNVM-RCB still achieves comparable performance to the optimistic performance of symmetric NVM data
structures without consistency. Especially, in a few cases (i.e.,
Queue, Stack, BST, MV-BST, MV-BPT), the performance of
AsymNVM-RCB is even better than symmetric NVM without
batching. This is mainly due to the small front-end cache.
End-to-end Performance. We evaluate application performance by two transaction benchmarks: SmallBank [90]
and TATP [82]. We use HashTable and BPT as the index
data structure of SmallBank and TATP, separately. As shown
in Table 3, the results show AsymNVM can improve the
throughput to 1.39× in SmallBank and 7.20× in TATP.
Cost Comparison. We also make comparison about the
usage of NVM. In the symmetric setting with m machines,
Í
S
it needs n 1 = max( i=m
i=1 ⌈ i/S 0 ⌉ , m) NVM devices (assuming
each NVM capacity is S 0 , the real usage of each NVM is Si ).

modify the same NVM memory, they will be compacted to
one NVM write in vector_write.
Data Structure Partition We use partitioning to eliminate the potential bottleneck due to the lock, and achieve
both high throughput and better scalability [58, 89]. Similar to the support of large size data structure in Section 4.3,
AsymNVM framework adopts key-hashing partitioning to
improve the performance of various data structures. Each
partition has its own write lock and index data structure.
While the writer is executing write operation in one of
the partitions, multiple readers can still concurrently access other partitions. These mapping tables between key
range and partition are stored in the global naming space
for recovery as describes in Section 5.1.
8.4 SkipList
The caching and batching optimization described for treelike data structure can also be applied to skip-list to reduce
the number of RDMA operations. In skiplist, we cache the
nodes with higher degree. Skiplist are naturally lock-free
and the only concern is to carefully choose the order of
operations [17, 24]. The writer first creates the new allocated
node and sets the successor pointers in this node accordingly.
After that, the predecessor pointers will be updated from the
bottom to the top. Readers can still get (potentially different)
consistent views of skiplist in such scenario, thus the lock is
not required [33].

9
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Evaluation

9.1 Evaluation Setup
System Configuration. The experiment cluster contains
ten machines configured as seven front-ends, two mirror
nodes and one back-end. Each machine equips with one
Mellanox CX-3 InfiniBand (40Gbps) and runs Ubuntu 14.04
(Linux 4.4.0 kernel) and MLNX_OFED_LINUX-4.2 driver.
Each front-end or mirror node is equipped with an 8-cores
CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2640 v2, 2.0 GHz), 96 GB memory. The
back-end is a 4-sockets 72-cores (Intel Xeon Gold 5220, 2.2
GHz) server with four Intel Optane DC PM Module, totaly 3
TB (4 socket × 6 channel × 128 GB/DIMM) of NVMM. All

for empty cells: Data structure with time complexity O (1) (i.e.,
HashTable/SmallBank) cannot apply batching optimization. In Queue/Stack
implementation, batch and cache should be combined together.

1 Reasons
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9.4 Effects of Batching and Caching
Batching. We measure the performance of batching with
vector operations under different batch sizes from 1 to 4096.
The results are in Figure 6. MV-BST can be improved by
2.76× (from 19.4 KOPS without batch to 53.6 KOPS with
batch size 4096). The improvement for MV-BPT is about
3.91× (from 14.5 KOPS to 56.7 KOPS with batch size 4096).
The improvements are 131%, 102%, and 88% for BST, BPT, and
SkipList, respectively. Multi-version data structures need to
perform path copying which incurs many write operations.
The batching can effectively reduce such overhead.
Caching. We measure the benefit of caching under different cache sizes. BST, B+Tree, hashtable, and skiplist are
used here (We do not consider queue and stack since they
need very small cache), and the results are shown in Figure 7.
Overall, the throughput increases with the increase of cache
sizes. Notice that MV-BPT and MV-BST do not get too much
improvement with catching. This is due to the fact that the
data modified are still kept in memory for multi-version data
structures. We also measure the improvement due to our
special optimizations of tree-like data structures. The results
show that, when using native LRU strategy (access any data
including the lower level nodes through the front-end cache),
the BPT can only reach 31.4 KOPS which is 38% lower than
AsymNVM.
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9.3 CPU Utilization
Figure 11 shows CPU utilization of front-end and back-end
nodes. The workload is 10% put and 90% get in BST. The frontend node keeps running with nearly 100% CPU utilization
but the request only incurs very small CPU usage (4%∼10%
CPU utilization). It matches the intuition that, the back-end
has very little computing overhead. The major overhead
comes from replaying the persisted logs and managing slabs.
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Í

Besides, AsymNVM needs n 2 = i=m
i=1 S i NVM devices and
n 2 ≪ n 1 . As we mentioned in Section 1, each back-end only
needs smaller capacity less than S 0 , thereby the necessary
NVM n 2 will be fewer than n 1 (n 1 = m).
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9.6 Different Workloads
We evaluate the performance of AsymNVM in different workloads in Figure 12. We use YCSB tool [15] to generate skewed
workloads. The keys are generated according to Zipf distribution with parameter .5, .9 and .99. AsymNVM adapts well
to skewed workload, showing a comparable performance
even when the Zipf parameter is .99.
We also measure our data structure implementations using industry workloads from an online service of Alibaba.
The workloads trace of real world application behaviors
and satisfy the power-law distribution. In this workloads,
the key is hashed to 64 bytes and value is 64 Bytes∼8 KB,
and operations are PUSH/POP (queue/stack) and PUT/GET
(other index data structures) respectively. Figure 13 shows
the throughput of using different read/write ratios from a
single writer front-end node. For simplicity, insert operation
is used as write and find operation is used as read. With fewer
read operations, the performance decreases due to more overhead brought by write operations. Comparing BPT/BST to
their MV-counterparts, BPT/BST have relatively higher performance. For instance, with the full write workload, there
are about 54%/71% performance gap. This is because, in the
MV-version, the write operations need to write more data
during path copying.

9.5 Multiple Front-end/Back-end Nodes
Since AsymNVM can support the operation in SWMR mode,
we also measure the scalability of AsymNVM by using multiple readers and one writer. The results are shown in Figure 8 (The workload of the writer is 100% insert, R/W represents reader/writer). Note that AsymNVM does not support
shared stack/queue since the write operation incurs a higher
contention than other data structures, leading to low performance. We make comparisons between lock based and
lock-free data structures as we mentioned in Section 6.
The readers’ performance can scale well with the increasing number of front-end nodes. We see that, the writer performance of lock based data structure decreases more than
that of multi-version data structures. This is because there
are more RDMA rounds for lock based data structures that
can influence the performance. With different mechanisms
of concurrent control, the effects are different. With lock
based BST, the average throughput with 6 readers is 39%
lower than the value with only one reader. In the case of
MV-BST, performance degradation is about 10%. The results
confirm that the multi-version data structures do benefit the
readers.
From another aspect, the lock-free data structures scale
better than their lock-based counterparts. The readers in
Figure 8b have about 2.0∼2.8× higher performance than the
readers in Figure 8a. Retries incurred by the failed read is
the main cause for the lower performance. The portion of
retry is about 8%∼21% of total operations with 6 readers and
100% insert. Lower write workload will decrease the ratio of
retries.
We also measure the throughput of multiple front-ends
sharing one NVM, each accessing its own data structure.
Each front-end uses the same type of data structure but
with different instances. Figure 9 shows that the scalability is
almost linear. The performance degradation for a single client
is about 7%∼19% compared to the one-to-one deployment.
As shown in Figure 10, we measure the performance after partitioning data structure to multiple back-ends. The
results show no significant performance degradation after
partitioning. The reason is that the partition in each back-end
is strictly isolated with other back-ends.

10

Related Work

Single-node NVM systems [10, 14, 28, 49, 50, 52, 61, 62, 77,
96, 100, 104] and management subsystems [7, 72, 79, 85, 91,
94, 97] provide direct access to NVM via memory bus but
cause lower utilization of NVM and inaccessible facing node
failures. To provide durability for transaction, ATOM [47]
uses synchronous undo logging with hardware support and
LB++ [46] supports lightweight epoch ordering by dynamically tracking inter-thread dependencies. Distributed NVM
systems including Hotpot [81], Mojim [102], FaRM [20, 21],
and FlatStore [12] combine the NVM devices together with
RDMA, and they are all using symmetric deployment. With
the same architecture, Octopus [63] and Orion [98] are distributed file system built for RDMA and NVM. In the hardware level, Hu et al [35] improve the persistence parallelism
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References

of flushing data from RDMA network to NVM. Currently,
the asymmetric deployments such as [63, 88] provide storage interfaces including NVMe-oF [16] and Crail [83]. Especially, NVMe-oF is designed to work with any suitable
storage fabric technology. However, they neither support
byte addressable nor provides transaction interface, i.e., they
cannot implement persistent data structures. Different from
Aerie [93] which also uses transactional write logs, AsymNVM is a distributed system with suitable interfaces for
NVM. Prior works [7, 62, 98, 102] model the persist ordering
overhead by adding a fixed extra delay, and we choose the
real NVM device to evaluate AsymNVM.
Several projects aim to design the future disaggregation
data center, such as [1, 31, 38, 40, 65, 74, 80]. LegoOS [80]
proposes splitkernel, an OS model disseminates functionalities into loosely-coupled monitors. Some of these works
focus on how to design remote memory. Aguilera et al. [2]
introduce benefits and challenges about applying remote
memory. RackOut [67] mitigates load imbalance of memory disaggregation. Some RDMA extensions such as atomic
object read [18] can further improve the access to remote
memory in the disaggregation architecture. AsymNVM is
an asymmetric architecture that can be used to organize the
disaggregated NVM resource.

11

Conclusion

This paper rethinks NVM deployment and makes a case for
the asymmetric NVM architecture, which decouples servers
from persistent data storage. We build AsymNVM framework based on AsymNVM architecture that implements: 1)
high performance persistent data structure update; 2) NVM
data management; 3) concurrency control; and 4) crashconsistency and replication. The central idea is to use operation logs to reduce the stall due to RDMA writes and enable
efficient batching and caching in front-end nodes. The results
show that AsymNVM achieves similar or better performance
compared to the best possible symmetric architecture while
avoiding all the drawbacks with disaggregation.
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